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Learn how to make beautifully scented and personalised bath bombs in the comfort of your own
home and for a fraction of the cost of commercial products.Today only, get this fantastic kindle
book for a discounted price. Regularly priced at 3,99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or
Kindle device. You are about to discover how quickly and easily you can make luxurious and unique
bath bombs that with change your bathing experience into a time of pure indulgence. Forget about
spending a fortune on the commercial bath bombs that are on the market and enter into the world of
organic, home-made bath bombs which you have made yourself. Not only will you save money but
in a very short time, and with very little effort you will have a product to rival any that you can buy
from a store or online.This book contains basic bath bomb recipes along with a variety of essential
oil blends. You can personalise the bath bombs to your own individual taste, tailor them to suit a
particular mood or blend the oils to help treat a physical or mental problem. You can even design
your own gifts to give to family and friends. Once you have mastered the art of making bath bombs
you will never look back, you can design a signature style or scent of your own or create something
unique for someone else. It really couldnâ€™t be simpler.All this and more is contained within these
pages. Read, Learn and Enjoy.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...How to create the perfect
bath bomb for youHow to personalise your bath bombs to make a unique giftSafety informations on
working with essential oilsRecipe IdeasAnd much much moreScroll up and Download your copy
today for a limited time discount! Take action today and learn how to improve your life with bath
bombs now! Tags: Bath Bombs, Bath Bomb Recipes, Bath Bombs For Beginners, Stress Relief,
Detoxification, Dry Skin, Longevity, Essential Oils, Aromatherapy, Stress Reduction, Bath Salts
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I have always wanted to make my own bath bombs, as they are super expensive to buy. This will
give you step by step instructions on how to make them. Gives you details on what you need and
you can easily follow along. Everything is laid out in a simple form. I cannot wait to start getting
some made for gifts and myself.I received this at a discounted price for my honest review.

Nice selection of essential oil blends. Bath bomb instructions are ok but not much detail on what to
do if something goes wrong. Pictures would really help. Also, this suggest using food coloring which
is not a wonderful idea. There are powder and liquid colors for body products that can be ordered on
.

Great book for understanding the art and benefits of bath bomb. It provides recipes and I like the
section on essential oil blends. Very helpful to have someone give information on good essential oil
blends and benefits.

Somehow I was surfing the web and realized that I can make my own, really?! I can't imagine how
much money I could have saved throughout the years if I knew about that sooner. This eBook was
very helpful. With the help of the directions in this book, I've been creating my own little master
pieces at home for a fraction of the price! Boy, is my pocket book happy. I can go back to my
relaxing baths and it's even more rewarding now that I make the bath bombs myself. :)

From the word itself, bath bombs are obviously used in bathing. It will bring something special to
your bathing experience. It is one of the best gifts we can give to ourselves and to our loved ones.
The good thing is there are a lot of bath bombs recipes included in this book.Actually they are all
easy. So I guess we have to make and do it ourselves so that we can have the most enjoyable
bathing moments from now on. The book is very useful.

They are actually the little natty things that we can add to our bath. At times, if the so called â€“ Bath
Bomb â€“ is effective enough, it will help your muscles relax and also refresh your skin. This book
has a variety of ingredients, methods and procedure to make such bath bombs and most of them
are effective. Iâ€™ve only tried one yet.

A very clear, easy-to-understand guide with a healthy amount of humor thrown in. Beth White starts
with the basic recipe and expands from there with an almost endless list of variations for almost any
recipient. Can't wait to try this out as favors for an upcoming bachelorette party and for many other
occasions! I find this book, a value for the price that Iâ€™ve paid for purchasing the book. â€˜Bath
bombsâ€™ was a fairly new term for me until I read this book.

This is a great beginners book! A few things to point out: there are no photos, the book lists a
handful of actual bath bomb base recipes, the "47" recipes mentioned on the title are actually
essential oil blends to add the the bath bomb base. So if you want to learn more about essential oil
blends this is also a great book. Overall, it's a easy and basic read that provides some essential
information anyone wanting to make bath bombs should know. I would have given it 5 stars if there
were photos and more detailed recipes.
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